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Welcome to Confirmation

Introduction

Welcome to Sacramental preparation for the Sacrament of Confirmation. We are

so happy that you have chosen Queen of Apostles Catholic Church to help guide

you along your journey of faith. Over the next two years, you will not just be sitting

in a classroom, listening to people lecture about religion, but learning how to

think, live, learn, and question every aspect of our Catholic faith. You will not be

seen as “just teens” attending Sunday school, but as theologians in training and

the future of our Church. You will not be taught an archaic faith, but you will learn

about the Living God working in our day-to-day, even if we don't see it. You will not

just be taught religion as it exists between the covers of the Bible and the

Catechism of the Catholic Church, but religion as a scholastic tool capable of

tackling every topic known to man from science, politics, economics, education,

advocacy, and so many more. You will not learn a faith that you check in at the

doors of the Church, but faith that permeates every aspect of your life. The bottom

line is this, our Catholic faith is far more than just a religious belief; it is a lifestyle

that changes how we perceive the world around us and a way of life that

transforms our daily living. The study of religion is meant for all the faithful, not

just those who go to school for it. Confirmation is where you get to claim your faith

as your own. It doesn’t matter if you were welcomed into the faith at your baptism

and grew up with it, if you’ve been distant from your faith, or even if you don't know

if you believe. All we ask you to do is allow yourself to be open to faith and the gifts

the God of all creation has waiting for you.



Structure

Confirmation at Queen of Apostles is a modified two-year program that covers a

wide range of subject matters. The first year is what we call the “Catechetical

Year” where candidates, parents, and sponsors will take a deep dive into a wide

range of faith-based topics. The first half of this year covers a creed as old as our

Church-the Nicene Creed. In this section, we will cover the natures of each

member of the Trinity, Our Blessed Mother, and significant theological topics like

theodicy and other amazing Catholic vocab words. The second half of this year

deals with more theological topics like the Real Presence of Christ in the

Eucharist, the beatitudes, the “gifts & fruit” of the spirit, and more.

The year will be capped with a “one on one” between candidates and priests. This

helps us gauge the candidate's understanding of the year's material, their

spiritual questions, and anything else related to confirmation. On this note, we

will also have a meeting dedicated entirely to answering questions candidates,

parents, and sponsors may have. We know that everyone has questions about our

faith and the Church’s teachings, including some of the leaders, directors, and

even priests. This meeting allows us to learn from the questions others may have.

Finally, we will have a retreat for candidates to help them explore aspects of their

faith that are difficult to explore in the classroom or the chapel. We may join

another parish's confirmation retreat depending on how many candidates

register for our program, so the exact date for the retreat is still not finalized.

The second year will be the “Lived Faith Year” where candidates will begin living

out their faith. This means that we will ask that candidates help out with some

aspects of the Mass by serving as ushers or choir members. The goal of this year

is to take what candidates learned in the classroom and retreats and put them

into action, help them get connected with their parish community, and transform

their understanding of Mass from just a passive event to something they can

actively participate in.



Expectations of Confirmation

Candidates

As stated in the introduction, this is the time that you the candidates finally get to

take control of your faith. To ensure that everyone has a chance to explore their

faith in comfort, there are some ground rules that we are implementing.

● Meetings

○ It is expected that all candidates treat all other candidates, leaders,

and guest speakers with respect. This includes basic things like

avoiding disruptive behavior, and respect for others’ identities and

beliefs. Failure to do so may result in removal from the program.

○ Candidates may not miss more than three classes per Confirmation

year. If there are schedule conflicts that would cause candidates to

miss more than three classes per year, please contact the Queen of

Apostles Confirmation Coordinator Jeff Ruster Jr.

○ Candidates will be placed in small groups at the beginning of their

first year. They will be part of this small group throughout their two

years in the program.

○ In the event it becomes necessary that meetings be held virtually, we

will be using Zoom. During zoom meetings, participants will be

expected to have their cameras on and mics muted when possible. If

candidates are caught zoom bombing meetings (sending out the link

to have non-particiants join the meeting to cause disruptions) they

will be removed from the meeting and possibly the program.

○ Candidates will submit weekly Mass reflection sheets through a

google sheet every week. There will be a link to this form on the

Queen of Apostles website under the High School Confirmation tab.



● Retreats

○ Candidates will be expected to attend a retreat during their time in

the confirmation program. If candidates are unable to attend a

retreat, please contact Jeff Ruster Jr. in advance to find an alretnate

retreat. The remedy will almost always be attending another retreat

with another parish.

○ In the event a candidate needs to miss the retreat, DYR will NOT count

towards one of their retreats unless extraordinary circumstances

arise.

○ If a candidate is asked to leave the retreat for any reason resulting

from disciplinary action, a meeting will be scheduled between parish

staff and parents with the candidate to discuss their continuing in

the program.

○ Prohibited items on retreat include but are not limited to

■ Weapons of any kind

■ Illegal drugs and/or alcohol paraphernalia

■ Nicotine products or paraphernalia

■ Electronics that are not necessary for medical needs [*]

■ Non-emergency prescription medication [**]

[*]: Phones may be brought to the retreat site. However, they will

be collected upon arrival at the retreat site and returned at the

end of the retreat so candidates may take pictures. In general,

no news is good news on retreats. If there is an emergency,

parish staff will be contacting parents and families, For

updates on the retreat itself, please follow our Instagram page

@QofAYM

[**]: Non-emergency prescription medication will be handled

by retreat staff and will be given to candidates at the

appropriate time by staff. This is to prevent the possible sale or

sharing of prescription medication. Rescue inhalers, EpiPens,

insulin, and other emergency medication will be allowed and

extremely encouraged for candidates to have on their person.



● Dress Codes

○ Meetings

■ Causal and weather-appropriate attire is encouraged.

■ No clothing depicting drugs/alcohol/nicotine paraphernalia,

weapons, violence, and/or mature content is allowed

■ Appropriate personal hygiene is expected. There are no

requirements surrounding “clean-shaven policies”

■ For Mass, business casual or semi-formal attire is expected

○ Retreat

■ The dress code is identical to that for meetings

■ If retreat sites have pools/access to water and/or there are

“messy games” or “water games,” appropriate swimwear is

expected. This means that no speedos or string bikinis are

allowed, however reasonable two-piece swimwear sets are

allowed. If you have any questions, ask a parish staff member.

○ Confirmation Mass

■ Formal attire. Gentlemen are expected to wear suits and

gentlewomen are expected to wear appropriate dresses.

Pantsuits/formal jumpsuits are acceptable. For those wanting

to coordinate colors, the liturgical colors for confirmation are

white and red.



Sponsors

Sponsors are an integral part of the confirmation process. They are a guide for the

candidate as they begin to take control of their Catholic faith. As a spiritual guide,

a sponsor should be active in their faith, a mentor in life and faith, and someone

the candidate feels comfortable confiding in.

● Sponsor requirements

○ The sponsor must be confirmed in the Catholic Church

○ It is highly encouraged that the sponsor is active in their faith. A

sponsor is considered active in their faith if:

■ They attend Mass regularly

■ They receive the sacrament of reconciliation once per year

■ They receive Holy Communion at least once during the Easter

Season

○ Sponsors must be at least 25 years old. If your choice for a sponsor is

younger than 25, please contact Jeff Ruster Jr.

● Sponsor selection deadline

○ For candidates entering their Lived Faith Year, the soft deadline for

sponsor selection is November 25th, 2022. The hard deadline for

sponsor submission for both candidates entering the Lived Faith Year

and candidates entering the Catechetical Year is January 1, 2023.

○ If you are unable to find a sponsor before the determined deadlines,

please contact Jeff Ruster Jr. to discuss sponsor options/solutions.

● Meetings

○ Sponsors will be required to attend seven (7) meetings during the

candidate's second year. Sponsors are more than welcome and

highly encouraged to attend other meetings designated in the

syllabus as “Open to Parents” and “Open to Sponsors and Parents”

○ Sponsors will be expected to participate in meetings in the same way

as candidates. They will also be expected to uphold the same codes

of conduct as candidates.



● Confirmation Mass

○ Sponsors are required to attend the Confirmation Mass. If they are

unable to do so, the person in question will not be allowed to be a

sponsor.

○ Sponsors are required to sit next to their candidate during the Mass.

○ Sponsors are expected to follow the same dress code as candidates,

formal attire. Gentlemen are expected to wear suits and

gentlewomen are expected to wear appropriate dresses.

Pantsuits/formal jumpsuits are acceptable. For those wanting to

coordinate colors, the liturgical colors for confirmation are white

and red.



Parents and Guardians

Parents and Guardians are the first teachers of the faith to their children. In

addition, they continue to walk with their children in faith even after their

confirmation. To be an effective guide, parents and guardians need to be well

founded in their own education in the Catholic Church. Because of this, parents

and guardians will also be asked to walk with their children in expanding their

understanding and belief over the two years.

● Parent and Guardian requirements

○ Parents and guardians are required to attend at least six (6) classes

with their candidates. We ask that each caretaker attend at least two

(2) meetings each. Caretaker pairs are more than welcome and

encouraged to attend meetings together.

○ Parents and guardians will be expected to participate in meetings in

the same way as candidates. They will also be expected to uphold the

same codes of conduct as candidates.

● Confirmation mass

○ Parents and guardians are expected to follow the same dress code

as candidates, formal attire. Gentlemen are expected to wear a suit &

dress shirt and gentlewomen are expected to wear appropriate

dresses, pantsuits, or formal jumpsuits. For those wanting to

coordinate colors, the liturgical colors for confirmation are white

and red.



Confirmation Mass

Structure

The Confirmation Mass is the culmination of two years of work and dedication put

in by countless people from leaders, parents and guardians, sponsors, and

especially the candidates. All in attendance are expected to hold the highest

reverence, as this is a full Mass. Proper Mass etiquette entails

● Formal attire. Gentlemen are expected to wear suits and gentlewomen are

expected to wear appropriate dresses. Pantsuits/formal jumpsuits are

acceptable.

● Participation in the Mass

● Reverence for the Eucharist

○ We invite all people of all faiths to attend this celebration. For those

joining us from another faith tradition or those who have not gone

through the proper sacramental preparation, we would like to offer

you a blessing. To show you would like a blessing, please cross your

arms over your chest in an “X” with your head bowed reverently.

● When your candidate is getting confirmed, we ask that you simply clap.

Please no shouting or disruptive cheering. Please feel free to celebrate as

much as you want outside of a Mass setting.

● Any gifts that parents and/or sponsors want to have blessed for the

confirmation Mass must be done so before the day of the Confirmation

Mass. If you have gifts that you want to be blessed on the day of the

Confirmation Mass, we will set up a table in the back of the Church where

you can place your gifts. Please consult with Jeff Ruster Jr. or other parish

staff if these gifts are appropriate to have during Mass.

● Photos must be taken from the seat, as leaving your seat may obstruct the

view of others. Please no flash photography. We will have a professional

photographer at the mass, and those pictures will be made available

shortly after the celebration.



Syllabus - Catechetical Year

Date Topic Content
Sponsor/

Parent
Attendance

9/24/2022 Welcome to Confirmation Introduction to the year Parents

10/1/22 The Creed Pt1 "The Man In
The Sky"

Who is God the Father? Only Youth

10/8/22 The Creed Pt2 "Christ My
Brother"

Who is God the Son and the
Trinity? Only Youth

10/22/22 The Creed Pt3 "The Author
Of Creation"

God and Science Open to Parents

10/29/22 The Creed Pt4 "The Queen
Of Us Apostles"

Who is Mary? Do we
worship her?

Only youth

11/12/22 The Creed Pt5 "The
Freedom To Suffer"

What is Theodicy? Open to Parents

11/19/22 The Creed Pt6 "This Life
And The Way To Sainthood"

We are all called to
Sainthood

Open to Parents

12/3/22 The Creed Pt7 "Holy Spirit
Come"

Who is God the Holy Spirit? Only youth

12/10/22 The Creed Pt8 "Hope In Our
Identity"

Why be Catholic? Open to
Parents

12/17/22-
1/7/23

Christmas Break                 Christmas Break
Christmas Break

Sponsor
Deadline

New Years' Day

1/14/23 More Than Bread Alone What is the Real Presence in
the Eucharist

Open to Parents
and Sponsors

1/21/23 What Would Jesus Do? What are the Beatitudes Open to Parents
and Sponsors

2/4/23 Flesh Of My Flesh What are the Corporal Works
of Mercy

Open to Parents
and Sponsors

2/11/23 Mind, Body, And Spirit What are the Spiritual Works
of Mercy

Open to Parents
and Sponsors



2/25/23 Christmas Came Late What are the Gifts of the
Spirit

Open to Parents
and Sponsors

3/4/23 Fruits Of A Good Tree What are the works of the
Spirit

Open to Parents
and Sponsors

3/18/23 Light On A Hill What is Catholic Socia
Teaching

Open to Parents
and Sponsors

3/25/23 Theology Of The Body What is Theology of the Body
and why does it matter?

Open to Parents
and Sponsors

4/1/23-
4/8/23

Easter Break                                    Easter Break
Easter Break

/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\
\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/

4/15/23 Sacred Selfcare It is OK to have Jesus and a
therapist

Open to Parents
and Sponsors

4/22/23 Why Have I Been Chosen?
What are you going to
receive when you are
confirmed?

Open to Parents
and Sponsors

5/6/23 Flip The Script What Questions do you have
for us

Open to Parents
and Sponsors

May 2023 One On Ones With The
Priests

Have a conversation with
Father Jeff or Father Celso Only youth

5/13/23 Final Meeting Debrief of the Catechetical
Year Only youth



Contact Information

Rev. Fr. Jeff J. Fernandez

Pastor

408-253-7560 x101

jeff.fernandez@dsj.org

Fr. Celso Singson

Parochial Vicar

408.253.7560 x 102

celso.singson@dsj.org

Kristie Manning

Director of Faith Formation

408.253.7560 x 104

kristie.manning@dsj.org

Jeff Ruster Jr.

Coordinator of Youth and Young Adults

408.253.7560 x 105

jeffrey.ruster@dsj.org
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